Shenyang All‐Powerful Science and Technology Stock Co., Ltd
Company Profile
Shenyang All‐Powerful Science & Technology Stock Co., LTD is located in
Shenyang Export Processing zone through the approval of State Council. The
company has two factories with more than 20000 square meters production area
and registered capital of 85 million. Now it is the largest high‐tech enterprise
integrated the research and development of ultra‐high pressure waterjet cutting
machine, and an important manufacturing base of high‐level ultra‐high pressure
waterjet industry in China. APW has been awarded the “National Standard Drafting
Corporation of ultra‐high pressure waterjet cutting machine”, “National High‐Tech
Corporation”, “Municipal‐level Technology Center”. Now APW owns many national
patents. The products passed the ISO9001 Quality System Approval, and got the CE
Certification and TUV Certification.
APW mainly engages in the research and development of ultra‐high pressure
waterjet appliance (50HP, 100HP, 200HP and 410Mpa Intensifier Pump etc), and the
production and sales of 3 axis, 4 axis and 5 axis cutting head waterjet. The company
has 6 series with total 150 models of products. The sales network has covered both
home and abroad. In 2013, APW firstly produced “Dual Core waterjet” and leaded
waterjet into the “Dual Core” era. This is considered to be the Milestone in waterjet
history. In 2014, APW waterjet 5 axis cutting head participated in the National “863”
Program. Now APW has finished the shareholding reform and successfully listed on
“New Three Board”. And we plan to start IPO in the next two years and make APW
the “First Waterjet Corporation in Chinese Stock Market”. At the same time, APW is
planning to set up a new Wholly‐Owned Branch Company and build the
Industrialization Demonstration Base of Ultra‐High Pressure Waterjet Technology in
China. APW has become the leader and the pacemaker of waterjet industry in China.
We are the pioneer of Chinese waterjet manufactures to complete in the
international market.

APW People will stick to our Enterprise Spirit: “Diligence, Searching, Exploration,
Creation”. Our target is to become an international group with advanced technology,
reliable after‐sale service. We are striving to change the nature and perfect every
waterjet.
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Specifications
Main Motor Power

50HP/37KW

Max. Working Pressure

410Mpa/60,000PSI

Continuous Working Pressure

360‐380Mpa

Max. Water Discharge

3.7L/min

Max. Orifice Available

0.3mm

Power Supply

380V/50Hz/3PH

Noise Level

75db(A)

Length

1745mm

Width

1045mm

Height

1350mm

Weight

1200KG

Working Temperature

5oC~40 oC

Cutting Water System
Min. Inlet Cutting water

16L/min

Min. Inlet Cutting Water Pressure

0.24Mpa

Accumulator Volume

1.2L

Hydraulic System
Max. Hydraulic Pressure

20Mpa/2,900PSI

Oil Tank Capacity

114L

Cooling System
Min. Inlet Cooling Water

12L/min

Min. Inlet Cooling Water Pressure

0.3Mpa

Cutting Table

Cutting Table Outline
The waterjet cutting table is driven by way of Ball Screw and Linear Guide under the
CNC Control System to control the movement of X axis and Y axis to achieve the
straight line cutting and arbitrary curves cutting.

Characteristics of cutting table
User‐friendly Professional CNC Control System
Configure SKF Linear Guide and TBI Ball Screw, Good Stability and Long Service Life
Configure Automatic Lubrication Pump, Easy for Maintenance
Can Configure Multiple Cutting Heads to Improve Cutting Efficiency

Specifications
Structure Type

Bridge Style/Cantilever Style

Control System

Professional Waterjet CNC Control System

Way of Drive

AC Servo

Power Supply

AC 220V, 50Hz/60Hz

Total Power
Load Capacity

<6.79HP / 5KW
500KG/m2

Control Accuracy

±0.01mm

Repeatable Positioning Accuracy

±0.05mm

X / Y axis Max. Moving Speed
Z axis Max. Moving Speed

10m/min
1m/min

Standard Model of Bridge Style Cutting Table
Model
2015BA
2030BA
3020BA
2040BA
3060BA

X Axis Travel mm
2000
2000
3000
2000
3000

Y Axis Travel mm
1500
3000
2000
4000
6000

Z Axis Travel mm
150
150
150
150
150

Standard Cutting Table of Flying Arm Style
Model
2010BB
2515BB
3015BB

X Axis Travel mm
2000
2500
3000

Y Axis Travel mm
1000
1500
1500

Z Axis Travel mm
150
150
150

CNC System

Main Features:
z

Italy made ECS brand CNC software, mature and stable

z

Bus motion control with EtherCAT

z

Interface personalization. It is possible to put a generic image on the main page
(for instance the builder's logo), to define the PLC keys menu, and to control
from the PLC the displaying of totally configurable and interactive windows

z

Retrace mode: used to reposition the cutting head at any point on the profile
which has already been processed

z

Real time graphics: the program is provided with a manual and/ or an automatic
zoom to visualize the plate contour

z

Automatic restore after work stoppage. After repositioning on the profile, there
is the option to return to tangential or linear mode, with activation of cutting on
or external to the profile

z

Graphics research: setting of the cutting start point

z

Procedures: acquisition and automatic management of plate misalignment

z

Possibility to suspend the current operation, to begin another and, at the end, to

automatic restart the first one
z

DRF modus: this modus allows the real time translation of the profile origin

z

Based on Window 8 operating system, Hardware
Architecture Quad core(Intel); Built‐in network card to
support WIFI, convenient for remote technical support
and commission; Integrated USB port, HDMI port, VGA
port and RJ45

z

Can provide Chinese and English multi‐language
operation interface

z

Built‐in ECSCAM programming software that allows:
 Supports various graphic data formats such as DXF and CAM. CAM format is
the internal graphics save format of EASYCAM.
 Automatically optimizes when importing external files such as DXF, including:
Remove duplicate lines, merge the lines, remove tiny graphics, etc. Each of
the above functions can be customized or manually executed.
 Automatically takes the point in the DXF file as the starting point for the cut,
and uses the drawing order as the default cut order.
 Support common editing and typesetting functions, including zoom, pan,
mirror, rotate, align, copy, etc.
 Set lead‐in lines, kerf compensation, micro‐connection, bridging,
over‐cutting, etc. in a WYSIWYG manner.
 For closed part graphics, automatically distinguish between the inner and
outer contours, and determine the direction of the kerf compensation
according to the inner and outer contours, automatically set the lead‐in,
output the kerf compensation code or adjust the graphics to fit the kerf.
 Supports pre‐setting of lead‐in, arbitrarily modifying the cutting direction
 Support multiple array methods.
 Flexible automatic sorting and manual sorting functions.

AB 5 Axis Brief Introduction
AB 5 Axis Outline
Because of the water jet energy decrease during cutting, the traditional 3 axis cutting
head has the defect of tilting angle of 1°~3° leading to the cutting kerfs big at top and
small at bottom which affects the cutting efficiency and accuracy very much. The
appearance of the AB 5 axis cutting head is the perfect solution to this problem by
the feed of angle during cutting. It changes the tilting angle of the cutting head to
compensate waterjet tilting tolerance to achieve the vertically cut from top to
bottom or negative angle cutting. At present, AB 5 axis is widely used in stone
processing industry and metal processing industry.

Specifications
1.
2.
3.
4.

A axis Max. Tilting Angle
Cutting Accuracy
Control Accuracy
Rotation Axis Accuracy

±10°
±0.1mm-0.2mm
0.01mm
0.01°

Characteristics
1. Design Features: When the AB 5 axis cutting head is rotating, it takes the type of
rotating directly instead of rotating in arc route which is easier and time‐saving.
2. Structure Features: It is driven by harmonic drive reducer and the reduction ratio
can reach 1:160. Harmonic reducer is compact, with high load capacity and high
accuracy transmission. Two harmonic reducers equipped AB 5 axis cutting head
moves more smoothly and can achieve better cutting accuracy for you.
3. Absolute system: AB 5 axis cutting head is equipped with two absolute value
motors which can read the position of the motor at any time and has power‐cut
memory function. It can return to “Zero” point under any condition. You do not
need to worry about the loss of the “Zero” point anymore because of loss of the
power suddenly.
4. High control accuracy: AB 5 axis cutting head is equipped with high precision
mixing chamber and high precision nozzle body which makes the thread
connector more accurate.
5. Low Maintenance Cost: Original rotary joint is replaced by the high pressure
flexible pipe connections which can reduce the use of the consumable spare
parts effectively, reduce the broken rate and maintenance cost.

AC 5 Axis Brief Introduction
AC 5 Axis Outline
AC 3D 5 axis cutting head uses the most sophisticated waterjet technology of APW
Company which got the National Patent Certificate in 2012. It can do 3D cutting on
flat surface, curved surface and spherical surface which is widely used in aerospace
field, military field and etc. In 2016, the newest AC 5 axis cutting head comes out and
widely recognized by customers. Now the newest AC 5 axis cutting head is leading
the waterjet cutting machine industry with the most advanced technology.

Specification
1. Effective cutting angle
2. Cutting Accuracy

±75°
±0.2mm

Characteristics
1. Design Features: APW company’s firstly designed AC 5 axis 3D cutting head,
effective cutting angle 45°, actually it can tilt up to 75°. Now the improved AC 5
axis cutting head has the more accurate assembling process and more reasonable
structure.
2. Structure Features: AC 5 axis cutting head is driven by harmonic drive reducer
and the reduction ratio can reach 1:120. Harmonic reducer is compact, high load
capacity, high accuracy transmission. So harmonic reducer equipped AC 5 axis
cutting head moves more smoothly and can withstand the shock to the cutting
head during removing.
3. Absolute system: AC 5 axis cutting head is equipped with two absolute value
motors; it can read the position of the motor at any time and has power‐cut
memory function. It can return to Zero under any condition. You do not worry
about the loss of the Zero anymore because of loss of the power suddenly.
4. High control accuracy: AC 5 axis cutting head is equipped with high precision
mixing chamber and high precision nozzle body which makes the thread
connector more accurate.
5. Big angle cutting function on flat material. When using AC 5 axis cutting head to
cut flat material, does not need to make 3D drawing, Users can set the big angle
through the waterjet software which is easier and practical.
6. 3D cutting function. With Alma professional waterjet cutting software, AC 5 axis
cutting head can do 3D cutting for three dimensional surface workpiece. This
technology has powerful function and has a wide range of applications.

